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University sees
rise in donations

tudents dance the night away for charity

By: Patrick Zeis,
Reporter
The University’s Institutional
Advancement team has recorded
a 358 percent increase in gifts
and donations over the past
year.
With a total of $5 million
received in the 2005-06 fiscal
year, the development team will
be able to help the University
improve in a number of ways.
The planning stages of a fiveyear campaign had a very good
start with the generous donations
that were received. The large
amounts of donations came
from local businesses, alumni,
and university supporters all
over the country.
David Sandler, the Director of
Development, said the process
is, “really about talking to
people.”
One
unique
thing
the
development team did was
let each donator choose how
they wanted to help the school.
Sadler explained gift-givers
were given an opportunity to
pick where their money was
being used. If they did not like
their options, the team would
let donators determine exactly
where their money was being
put to use. “We’re really trying
to tailor everyone’s gift to their
own liking,” Sadler says.
The five-year campaign, which
has not yet been finalized, will
hope to see the development
team raise more money in the
next couple of years. The latter
parts of the campaign will see
the money be put to use by
improving multiple facilities of
the University.
Sadler also explained that
the money would be used
for “scholarships, improving
academic
programs,
and
building renovations, with the
renovations primarily taking
place in the science building.”
Students often have their own
views of what donated money
should be used for. “1 would
like to see some of the money
used for fixing up some of the
buildings, lowering tuition, and
aiding the athletic department,”
Charles Heitkamp, sophomore,
says.
The largest donation received
by the development team, which
was led by Dr. William Rothwell,
Sadler, and many others was
$500,000.
The continued work of the
Institutional Advancement team
will help bring many more
benefits to current and future
students. Prospective donors can
learn how to make a donation to
the University at the school’s
website.

Students are seen dancing at the annual Children’s Network Dance Marathon fundraiser on November 4th. In the foreground are
Betsy Berger, senior (left) and Mara Unger, junior (right). For full story please turn to page two.

Urban League President gives civil rights lesson
By: Cherell Johnson,
Reporter
On Wednesday October 11,
2006, The University’s Honors
Program invited the President
and CEO of the Urban League of
the Metropolitan St. Louis Area,
Dr. James Buford. His visit was
prompted by an Honors Special
Topics Course entitled “The
Rhetoric and Literature of the
Civil Rights Movement.” Dr.
Buford came to share insightful
history and some of his own
personal experiences during this
life-changing movement.
Dr. Buford’s speech touched
on several areas of the Civil
Rights Movement.
Before
going into details about his
involvement with the movement,
he gave clear and informative
facts about the difference in
the civil rights organizations.
Buford explained that the Urban
League was founded to be a
human service organization,
conducting
programs
and
services to the community in
education, employment, housing
and community organizations,
while the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) is the first
civil rights organization that
helps to fight social injustices.
Other civil rights organizations
that he mentioned include
SCLC
(Southern
Christian
Leadership Conference), started
by Dr. Martin Luther King;
SNCC (Student Non-Violent
Coordinating
Committee),
established by Ella Baker, and
CORE (Congress of Racial
Equality) which was founded by
a group of students in Chicago.
Buford also spoke about the
African American Church and
explains that “the black church
was a key institution within the
movement. Behind the scenes
there was not unity [among the
organizations], but the cause
was so great, they were able to
put their difference aside and
come together.”
Dr. Buford has been in the
battle of racial equality for
some time. Although he has
never met Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., he “has marched with
many of his soldiers.”
Dr.
Buford worked closely with
Ralph Abernathy, who is known
for being one of Dr. King’s

closest advisors during the Civil
Rights Movement. Buford and
Abernathy worked together on
the Ronald Reagan campaign to
help increase awareness in the
African American community to
vote for Reagan. The campaign
was a success, but after Reagan
won, the “Reagan administration
insulted Abernathy, and he was
not able to fully recover from
the insults,” Buford said.
In closing, Buford presented

the topic of the Evolution of
Blacks. Buford explains that the
“movement was the highlight of
African American unification,
because no matter where you
lived, you were under oppression.
Blacks came to the shores as
slaves, were emancipated but had
no skills, so stayed slaves both

Please see “Civil Rights”
on page 3
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Students stomp their feet to
Aw ard-w inning
over $iook for needy children singer performs
By: Chrystal Edwards,
Reporter

KRISTA BROWN

From left ro right: Freshman Betsy Paszkiewicz, Freshman Alyson Dykes. Freshman Mary Gould, and Junior Sarah Buffa.

By: Krista Brown
News Editor
On Saturday, November 4th,
from two in the afternoon until
two the next morning, several
University students participated
in the Children’s Miracle
Network Dance Marathon. The
event was a fundraiser for both
Cardinal Glennon’s Hospital and
St. Louis Children’s Hospital
and was hosted by Washington
University. Over 850 dancers
participated, including ones
from other surrounding schools
such as St. Louis University
and Clayton High School.
Collectively, Dance Marathon

raised over $105,000, which is
double the amount raised in last
year’s event.
The
Dance
Marathon
organization helped to set up
and encourage the University’s
participation in the event—
putting up flyers around campus
and persuading other students to
sign up. Seniors Betsy Berger
and Colleen Harter share the
Presidential
responsibilities,
while Chris Gill and Geoff
Edwards are the group’s
advisors. “The atmosphere at
the dance marathon was full of
excitement and tons of energy,”
Berger says. “This year, it was
more like a club with a light
show and dance floor. Dance

Marathon is an amazing event to
participate in. To see the Miracle
Children dancing and having
fun with a bunch of college
and high school students is just
awesome.
Junior Sarah Buffa, another
who
University
student
Dance
participated in the
Marathon Fundraiser, has a
special connection with the
event. “I thought the fundraiser
was very worthwhile, especially
for me because I was in the
hospital a lot when 1 was
younger,” Buffa says. “Just to
know that all of the proceeds go
to the hospitals and the families
who need extra help in paying
their hospital bills, absolutely
touched my heart.”

Last time I checked it wasn't
a crime to have knowledge.

Pregnant? Think, Consider. Learn.
Get real information. Get real support. Get real hope.
1-877-747-RE AL(7325)
getrealwithyourself.com

The soothing sounds of an
acoustic guitar and a double
sided Native American pipe filled
students’ and other listeners’ ears
on Tuesday November 6, 2006
at 5:30 PM in the DSAC. Twotime Grammy award winner,
Native American singer and song
writer, Bill Miller performed.
Miller opened his performance
up with a song entitled
“Reservation Road.” Miller
sings about very inspirational
topics. Miller sang of going
to a promised land. Some of
his lyrics from the first song of
the night included, ‘A thousand
dreams from my reservation
road, my spirit soared to the
sky, way beyond child abuse,
alcohol, and drugs. Let me take
you down reservation road.’
Miller then began to discuss
how much he liked our campus.
“This campus is like Disney
World, almost like a mini
Harvard.
It is a very nice
campus,” Miller said. He talked
about other topics as well, such
as the state of Native Americans.
“People do not realize how lucky
they are, the amount of Native
Americans is so scarce,” he said.
“People look at me and ask me
what am I and 1 tell them they
are most likely more Indian than
I am,” Miller said.
Miller also talked about an
interesting account with an
American woman at a gas station.
“The women asked me what
tribe I was from at first I said
pump nine, but then I said the
Mohicans. She said that I cannot
be possible—the Mohicans are
dead. Shows how much she
knew,” Miller said. “One of
the funniest performances or
awkward performances was
when I performed in New York
to an audience of Mohawk
Indians. 1 felt kind of bad and
thought it was a little funny
at the same time because in
war the Mohicans killed the
Mohawk Indians,” Miller said,
as he laughed along with the
audience.
In addition, Miller gave a
little bit more of a history
lesson.
“Native Americans
are intertwined with African
Americans because a lot of
African Americans are part
Native American. We helped
each other out.
We would
hide one another. But Native
Americans could not be slaves
we were fishers and hunters,” he
said.
The second song Miller
performed is called “Wolf
Dance.” This song is about
dancing the ghost dance. “I
consider music as a gift, I am
very modest,” he said. Miller
also talked a little bit about
I politics. “I do not need some
politician telling me what I need

and if we do have someone in
government I think we should
have a single black female. As a
society, we need to be functional
not dysfunctional,” Miller said.
Miller also mentioned that war
is hard to get out of. He wrote
a song for the soldiers in Iraq
called “Blessing Wind.”
Besides
acoustic
Native
American music, Miller likes
to incorporate Blues music as
well. “I understand how people
say ow! and rant when they
are playing the Blues because
plucking the guitar hurts your
fingers,” Miller said. “Blues is
a lot like Indian music; it is like
a heart beat with a steady beat,”
he said. He was diagnosed with
Post-Dramatic Stress Syndrome,
and he wished that the doctor
would have prescribed BB
King or Led Zeppelin instead of
medicine.
Miller has gone through many
trials and tribulations in his
life. He has had to deal with
the painful past of an abusive
alcoholic father who passed away
in 1993 from alcoholism. Before
he died, his father requested he
sing “Amazing Grace” at his
funeral. In 1987, Miller ran
away from home to get away
from his father and went to an art
school and saw his first African
American couple. “They were
wonderful. The boyfriend asked
me if his girlfriend could touch
my long hair, and I said I would
let her as long as I could touch
his afro which was really cool,”
Miller said.
He made another good friend
at art school who happened to
Polish. He stayed with him and
his family for Christmas. “I was
able to experience so much love
there that I was not receiving
from my father at home.
Sundays were the worst days
of all because that was when I
would have the worst physical
fights with my dad 1 remember
seeing my friend hug his father
and it tore me up inside,” he
said. Soon after, he became very
depressed and tried to take his
own life. But he survived and is
doing successful with his music.
He even wrote “Colors of the
Wind” for the Pocahontas movie
soundtrack.
Students had some interesting
insight
on
Bill
Miller’s
performance. “Initially I did not
know of this event and finding
out about him being apart of
Pocahontas was really great.
Also, when he did his own
rendition of the song “Amazing
Grace” it was very moving,”
Stacey Cathcart, junior, says.
According to junior Kaye
Jaklitsch, “The music was very
soothing and I have always
thought of Native American
music as relaxing because they
give a reverence to nature.”
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Internships prove to
be pit stop for career

Students treated to lunch
and endowed scholarships
By: Chris Hamlett,
Reporter

helped her and so many other
university students to reach their
goals.
After
students
received
their scholarships and were
photographed with their donor
and University President Dr.
Dennis C. Golden, Golden
addressed the crowd.
He
told them that he was doing
something unscripted, having
donors, faculty and staff, Sisters
of St. Joseph, Board of Regents
and Board of Trustees to stand,
telling students those people who
were standing cared for them and
were invested in helping them to
attain their goals. He then told
the students to come to the stage,
telling those in the audience that
these students were “going to be
the leaders of tomorrow,” and
that their support was making
that possible.
The
Annual
Scholarship
Luncheon has become a tradition
at the university dating back 16
years, when the Heritage Club
was formed to recognize donors
who gave to the University’s
endowment.
At the first
Scholarship Luncheon some 12
donors were honored, today that
number has grown by 75 and
continues to fund more students
every year.

the sloppy weather to take part
in the luncheon. He went On
expressing his appreciation to
the scholarship donors, on behalf
of all recipients, saying that their
gifts made continued education
a possibility for many. Flores
was followed by the invocation
given by Sister Barbara Dreher,
then Chancellor.
Following a lunch which
was served at perfectly placed
and decorated tables, keynote
speaker Michael E. Miller was
introduced by Chair of the Board
of Trustees, Daniel J. Ferry Jr.
Miller, a member of the
Board of Trustees and sponsor
of the Eleanor Reynolds Flynn
’31 Scholarship, spoke of the
importance of the scholarship
program and of scholarship. He
pointed out that the donors were
investing in the future, because
the graduates produced by the
University would one day be
leaders in the world. Miller
went on to stress the importance
of education and how that
the education students were
receiving would help them to
make the world a better place.
The audience then heard from
senior Victoria Blake, who
expressed thanks to the donors
on behalf of the recipients, say ing
that it was their “generosity” that

One hundred eighty three of
the University’s scholars braved
soggy conditions to gather
along with faculty and staff, on
Wednesday October 25, in the
Mabee Gymnasium as a part
of a celebration dating back to
1990. Fellowship was enjoyed
by all during an event which
honored the generosity of the
University’s donors and those
who benefit from their gifts.
The 2006-2007 Scholarship
Luncheon honored 87 donors
that help to sponsor the
University’s
Endowed
and
Annual Scholarships.
These
scholarships help to aid some
of the 85% of the University’s
students who receive financial
assistance, according to a
University publication.
The
luncheon offers donors a chance
to connect with the recipients
that they sponsor. This is also
an opportunity for recipients to
express their thanks in person,
and to network with their donors
who can have significant impacts
on their lives.
The event was opened by senior
Adam Flores. Flores began by
thanking all those in attendance
for making their way through
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walked

By: Tina Rolwes,
Copy Editor
On Thursday, November 16th,
the Lewis Room, Lower level
of the Library hosted a Ready,
Set, Intern! workshop for about
forty students hoping to gain
some
enlightenment
about
internships.
The first session of the
evening began at six p.m. and
included five employers who
sat on a panel and answered
questions from faculty members
and students. These questions
focused on topics such as how
to build a resume and how to
act during an interview for an
internship. Lisa Lang and Nancy
Holstein (Anheuser Busch),
Diane Butrus (Diba Imports), Jill
Abel (Nordstrom), and Dwight
Curry (St. Louis Science Center)
gave very useful information to
potential interns.
There were two major topics
that were discussed, the first
being resumes.
The panel
discussed such topics as cover
letters, resume specifics, and
what not include. As far as cover
letters are concerned, the panel
concluded that cover letters
should be very specific to the
target employer. There should
not be a general cover letter
with names and companies to
be inserted. The actual resume,
the panel said, should angled
towards the job being applied
applying for, and the main item
all employers seemed to agree
on, is that they are looking
for accomplishments.
While
job experience is definitely
required, they only want to see
employments of over a year.
Resumes should not be any more
than a page; anything longer
will lose interest. Furthermore,
correct spelling, especially the
company’s name, is imperative.
Holstein commented that at least
halfof the resumes she reads have
“Anheuser Busch” incorrect.

Most employers start accepting
resumes as much as six months
in advance of the internship
and all required the resumes by
at least thirty days before the
internship. “Not following up on
your resume is a huge mistake,”
Butrus said. Often, she will
close an interview by telling the
interviewee that if they do not
hear from her by Thursday, to
call her on Friday. She will then
not call her interviewees to see
who calls her back.
The second topic that the
employers were prompted to talk
about was the actual interview
process.
Lange and Holstein
commented that the best thing
an interviewee can do for an
interview is to come prepared.
Becoming educated on the
company, having questions
and arriving early are some of
the suggestions the panel had
to help interviewees stand out
during the interview process.
First impressions stand out to
employers. Having eye contact
and having the correct handshake
are very important, as well as
being appropriately dressed. “It
is better to overdress than under
dress,” Abel said. Throughout
the interview, interviewees need
to make sure no “book answers”
are given. “I do not want to
know the Webster definition of
‘team work’. I want to know
what you think it means,” Butrus
commented.
At seven p.m., the employee
panel was replaced by three
current students and one
recent graduate, all ex-intems.
This panel included Amber
Dobrovolny, a Spring 06
Graduate, Alex Cornwell, Junior,
Kevin Gray, Senior, and Zach
Harper, Senior. They also sat on
a panel and fielded questions,
regarding
the
internship
interview process the benefits of

Please see “Internships”
on page 7

Civil Rights continued from page one
mentally and economically.” He
explained that seventy percent of
African Americans, through the
Civil Rights Movement, were
able to successfully assimilate
and find victory in a world full
of racial injustice. However,
there are still thirty percent of
African Americans who have
not successfully assimilated, and
the Urban League will continue
to establish community oriented
programs to help assimilate all
African Americans.
Dr. Buford’s speech helped
to shed light on the one of the
greatest movements in American
history. Although some negatives
of the movement were exposed,
they can be used to ignite a fire
in this University to continue

to fight some of the hidden
injustices and inequalities, so
that all minority groups can
stand as one united people.
Dr. James Buford serves as
a member on the University’s
Board of Trustees, and is a
special friend to President Dr.
Dennis Golden.
Buford has
served as the President and
CEO of the Urban League since
1985. He holds his B.A. in
Human Services Administration
from Elizabethtown College in
Elizabethtown, PA.
He was
awarded Honorary Doctorate of
Humane Letters degrees from
Harris-Stowe State College in
1993, the University of Missouri
of St. Louis in 1995 and Webster
University in 2000.
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New website devoted
to color red, elephants

Students discover beauty
|s more than skin deep

By: Chris Hanlett,
Reporter

By: Angela Poletti,
Reporter

In the wake of November’s
mid-term
elections,
much
attention has been focused on
politics, political parties, and
political issues.
Politics are
always an issue that stirs up
much interest and conversation
at the University, especially for
one organization that is rolling
out a new tool to assist them in
their endeavor. This tool is not
only making their group more
accessible, but also putting
them on the list of “firsts” at the
University.
The
University
College
Republicans are going global
on the worldwide web, enabling
them to connect easily to national
college political groups, and
reach out to potential members.
This will also make them the
first university organization to
operate their own independent
web site. “This is huge for our
organization,” says chapter Vice
Chairman Kevin Coll, senior.
“This web site will allow us
to recruit new members, and
discuss
important
political
issues.” He also pointed out
that though the web site would
be Republican, it would address
whole issues.
“We want
everyone to feel welcome in
our group, and this web site will
show both sides of the issue...
not just the Republican slant.”
student
all
As
with
College
organizations,
Republicans were being limited
to small blurbs on college and
university websites across the
country. These small tidbits of
information very seldom gave a
clear and concise view of what
the organization did within the
prospective institutions and why
students might want to join,
let alone background into an
organization that had far reaching
ties that spanned a nation. This
was becoming an issue at
schools across the country, and
the problem was finally tackled
by the College Republican
National Committee.
The
College
Republican
National Committee (CRNC)

and its Chairman Paul Gorley
spearheaded the effort to provide
the means for all College
Republican organizations across
the country to have their own I
web site separate from their
college or university’s page.
Having separate websites would
allow
College
Republican
organizations to have a better
way to communicate, organize,
and disseminate information,
according to chapter Chairman,
Kit Crancer, sophomore.
It was with this intention that
Operation Big Trunk was started.
Operation Big Trunk, a play on
words as the Republican symbol
is the elephant, is a program that
was started at the national level
to provide college and university
chapters the financial and
technological means necessary
to have their own websites. The
web pages are the same format
across the country being that the
CRNC set up template pages
as a simplistic and time saving
way of developing web pages.
This means that the individual
chapters only have to access
the site, input a password, and
upload information into the
already designed pages.
The
University
College
Republican web site contains by
laws, information on members,
political news and features,
and information about the
chapter as well as the national
organization. The site also has
useful links for further research
and information. The College
Republicans also have plans to
add message boards, blogs, and
additional links to myspace and
facebook message boards in the
future.
Currently the site is not fully
operational as some links and
pages have not been brought
online, such as gallery, activity,
and events pages. The site is
expected to be completed before
the semester’s end.
The website can be accessed
by going to www.fontbonne.
collegerepublicans.org or by
clicking on the link on the
organizations’ information page
on the University’s website.

When one finds themselves
walking into the DSAC on the
night of the Mr. Fontbonne
contest, they cannothelpbutlaugh
to themselves in anticipation of
what lies ahead of them. Every
year, there is something new—
and ridiculous—to behold at
this annual contest that will be
burned into the minds of the
University’s students forever.
This year was no different.
Headed by the Griffin Girls,
the University dance team,
the Mr. Fontbonne contest has
been an annual campus ritual
for millions of years. Actually,
this year was only the 12th year
that the event has been part of
the University’s tradition; its
merriment is relatively new at
the University. This year, the
event took place in the DSAC
alumni cafeteria, the Caf’. The
contest started at approximately
seven o’clock and ended about
an hour later. There was a three
dollar cover charge, and also
what looked to be a fair turnout
of people; spectators were
drifting in and out of the event
for its duration, but at any given
time during the Mr. Fontbonne
contest there were between 50
and 75 people watching in the
Caf’. It definitely set alight the
otherwise mundane night shift
for the food service workers.
Surrounded by chairs and sofas
for the audience to enjoy, the

stage showcased the talents and
abilities of the contestants for the
entirety of the show. In the back
of the room, there was a long
table set up for the judges, who
were a small group of unspecified
men, and the University’s very
own Geoffrey “Showstopper”
Edwards.
Preceding
an
introduction by Ashley Brown,
captain of the Griffin Girls, the
dance team started the show on
the right foot with an exuberant
dance routine to a medley of
different songs. Following the
dance performance was Brown’s
introduction of the contestants,
one-by-one, during which she
was able get them to say a little
about themselves.
There were seven contestants,
all with different and strange
abilities they shared with
everyone in the Caff that night.
Each contestant was sponsored
by some area of the University.
For example, one contestant
was sponsored by the bookstore,
another by the security team,
etc. The contestants ranged
from freshman to junior year
in school, though most of them
were first-semester freshmen.
There were three segments to
the Mr. Fontbonne contest. The
first consisted of the contestant
showcasing his chosen ability;
the second showcased the men
in their formalwear, and the third
period of the contest consisted of
the Griffin Girls asking the men
one question each on stage.
The first contestant was

Kendall Eckels, Mr. Mezzanine.
He is a freshman majoring in
sports management. For his
talent, Kendall performed a
mind-blowing
demonstration
of cup stacking. The second
contestant was Ray Vidala, Mr.
Athletics. He is also a freshman
majoring in sports management.
His talent consisted of the
death-defying feat of juggling
peaches, never before attempted
by any human. On more than
one occasion, Mr. Vidala was
overcome by the giggles on
stage; this greatly contributed to
the show and added an element
of levity while those seven
young men risked their lives
onstage for the much sought
out title of Mr. Fontbonne. The
third contestant, also a freshman
majoring in sports management,
was Cartez Parker, Mr. 3rd Floor
Medaille. For his talent, Cartez
bounced two basketballs on the
floor in a manner that put the
human race to shame.
Comprising the second half,
the fourth contestant was
George “Trey” Gaylor, Mr.
Security. He is a junior majoring
in Biotechnology. Flocked by
his three backup dancers—
freshman Danette Massie and
Kimberly Crosby, and the
Fontbanner’s very own Kelly

Please see “Beauty

Contest” on page 7

New organization prompts
students to take charge of future
By: Patrick Zeis
Reporter

Students In Free Enterprise, a
popular non-profit organization
that is called SIFE, was
established on campus this fall.
business-friendly
The
organization gives students a
chance to enhance their future
career choices, sooner than
later. SIFE’s website says it
gives students the opportunity
to apply what they are learning
in the classroom to solve
real world problems. The
University’s program will offer
students the ability to compete
for regional and national titles,
and participate in a job fair with
local businesses.
SIFE member Joel Lutfiyya
says the job fair, “gives
companies the opportunity to
see how you can help their
business.”
Along with the job fair, SIFE

will compete in a regional
tournament this April
in
Cincinnati. The competition
brings students from different
universities to compete against
each other on a number of
business related tasks. The five
education topics that the team
will be tested on are Market
Economics, Success Skills,
Entrepreneurship,
Financial
Literacy, and Business Ethics.
“This year [the SIFE
organization]
is
building
the foundation for years to
come,” Kevin Coll, the group’s
Sustainability Chairman, says.
The SIFE team at the
University is made up of an
Executive Board and three main
committees, the Sustainability
Committee,
the
Financial
Literacy Committee, and the
Financial Services Success Skills
Committee. All three groups
focus on different aspects of the
business world. The organization

has three main goals: To present
financial stability, sustain the
organization, and come up with
a business related event of their
own. SIFE will give students the
opportunity to learn more about
the business world.
The overall purpose of SIFE
is clear. “No matter if you’re
a freshman or a senior, your
putting your career in your own
hands,” Coll says. By joining
SIFE, members will be able to
take charge of their careers.
No particular major is needed
for students to join the SIFE
program, but a 2.0 GPA is
mandatory. Students interested
in joining can contact Joel
Lutfiyya at lutfiyyaj@campus.
fontbonne.edu or Kevin Coll at
kevin.coll@campus.fontbonne.
edu for more information on the
SIFE team. A short application
process is needed to join.
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Rabbits run around rampantly

Student ditches
upscale labels for
thrift store fins
By: Rachel Whitener,
Features Editor

Byrd, a boutique on the
Northwest comer of Maryland
and Brentwood in Clayton,
specializes in high-end clothing,
carrying New York and L.A.
brands such as Splendid, Rachel
Pally, Makage, and A Common
Thread. When entering the store,
a shopper may first see the colors,
feel the smooth and stretchy
fabric laid out on the front table,
and perceive the clean and
contemporary atmosphere of the
single room. At the back, Colby
Stone is probably sitting behind
a white counter in front of a
computer screen. Stone, senior,
is, in addition to Byrd’s owner,
its only employee. She also
wears its style of clothing, high
quality and pricey. A man came
into Byrd one day, according to
Stone, and spent $2,900 on some
dresses and tops for his wife.
There was no occasion. He was
just buying things for her.
Stone has never shopped in
a thrift store. She has nothing
against those places, but sticks
instead to her labels, the ones
that last. “It is not really trendy
because 1 buy basics, but I do like
Rachel Pally basic sweaters and
Banana Republic basics because
I feel like they stay, they are
better.” She is also a huge fan
of Target’s plain tank tops and
fitted T-shirts, which she wears
under her regular layers.
Midday on a Monday in
November, Stone walks into
Rag-O-Rama, carrying twentyfive dollars with which to look
for something stylishly sensible.
She surveys the place (having
never been there) and heads for
the women’s jean rack. Stone
scrounges through sizes 6, 7 and
8, and finds one pair of jeans
which look promising. Checking
the tag, she says, “They are
twenty-six dollars, so they are a
bit out of my price range.”
College students form a certain
social class, the temporarily
broke class. These four years
of one’s young adult life revolve
around the hour of three a.m.,
Ramen noodles (10 packages tor
a dollar at any grocery store),
and the sixty-seven cents which
hides just beneath the passenger
seat of the car. One of the most
valuable lessons to be learned in
college is budgeting. Yes, right,
budgeting, and what can suck
Benjamins from a wallet at an
alarming rate are clothes. It is

important to save on every day
items like food and clothing.
Learning not to eat is one thing,
however, but sacrificing one’s
image is unmentionable. The
Fontbanner decided to fund
Stone’s shopping spree to show
that the key to style and savings
is the common thrift store.
Already starting to bargain
shop, Stone leaves the jeans and
next stops at a round display of
jackets. Here are her real finds.
She comments on one jacket,
saying, “It smells like perfume,
doesn’t it?” and then tries on
several, rotating her body in a
nearby full length mirror and
adjusting the fit. She buttons
the buttons and turns a few more
times, her poise like a model.
Stone finally settles on onejacket,
putting two others back. It is an
Issac brand, green and brown
striped, very short, professional
looking but girlishly cute and in
perfect condition.
Carrying the jacket under
one arm, Stone makes her way
around a column and across
the room to the shirts, skirts,
and dresses. She gazes at one
skirt for awhile and then finds
a BCBG dress, black with thin
spaghetti straps and small rolls
of bunched fabric down the
front. It also looks like it has
barely been worn. “Does it not
bother you that people have worn
these clothes before?” Stone
says as she holds the dress up.
She quietly mentions wearing
the little jacket over the dress
with black leggings underneath,
looking like she is about to give
in. She does.
Stone leaves the store and
walks down the star-studded
street, carrying her Rag bag.
She has found one name brand
piece of clothing and one secret,
something she would not have
seen in Byrd or Lush, another
boutique.
“In St. Louis, I like shopping
here because not a lot of people
do. You don't look like what
everyone else looks like,” Stone
says. As much local boutique
shopping there is to be had,
there is another world of thrift
shopping. With the latter comes
the opportunity to mix and match
styles, to layer and accessorize in
a way that is completely original
and not one that walks down a
runway. Appreciate the runway,
the soft fabrics, and maybe buy
one now and then, but while in
college, give the thrift store a

try-

By: Angela Poletti,
Reporter
Beneath the hum of the passing
cars and over the rustle of the
wind through the trees, the pitter
patter of little feet can be heard
all across campus on any given
night. With the darkness as
their cover, they scamper about,
swiftly foraging for scraps of
food left behind by careless
residents. A watchful eye can
spot the flashes of snow-white
and grey when the moonlight
hits them right. And 1 am not
talking about the OPTIONS
students making way to their
evening classes. Rather, I am
talking about the innumerable
rabbits that live in the nooks
and crannies untouched by the
hands of the University’s army
of custodian employees.
Since the first night of my
freshman year, I have observed
the rabbit settlement. On
sleepless nights for the last
nearly seven semesters, I have
enjoyed coming outside to
watch them if I am stuck on
campus with nothing to do and
nowhere to go. Hot or cold, rain
or snow, night after night they
run back and forth or sit and
stare at each other in an almost
tiring manner—no wonder the
Energizer bunny just keeps
going and going and going. So
do they.
Rabbits are nocturnal, meaning
they sleep in the day and come
out at night. Anyone who has
ever noticed the University
bunnies can see this. At night
they out-turf the squirrels as
they dash across the ground, too
fast to glimpse, burrowing out of
their grassy dwellings to eat and
play with their buddies. The bulk

of the rabbit population seems to
be centered in the sparse greenery
that constitutes the Meadow and
its periphery. These fuzzy little
imps can be observed anywhere
on campus—from the shuffle
and scuttle of their paws on the
pavement to their endearingly
petite footprints in the mud and
snow. It is a treat for the weary
student during the long hours
of the night to venture outside
for a study break and, from
the Medaille patio, watch the
bunnies running about, joyfully
chasing each other and eating
the Meadow grass to their hearts’
content.
As if anyone could ever be
immune to the cuteness of the
bunnies, the news speaks of
the dangers of their presence
frequently. According to the
media, rabbit overpopulation
in the Midwest has been an
issue lately. Their numbers
always growing, rabbits have
been claimed to spread disease,
destroy natural grazing grounds,
and generally make a nuisance
out of themselves in an urban
environment.
However,
as
opposed to the media, I envision
a world where rabbits and
humans can walk side by side,
hand-in-paw, without having
to endure the cruel words of a
biased media. I argue that the
relationship of the bunnies to the
University is more ofa symbiosis,
rather than parasitic union. For
one thing, the University has no
natural grazing grounds to be
destroyed. I think the rabbits
have just as much of a right here
as the students do.
For one thing, the University
rabbit population
has to
compete for food with all sorts

of animals—squirrels, birds,
mice, and students. Yes, there
are some squirrels and birds,
and every so often a raccoon or
a mouse, but at night there are
billions of rabbits. They cover
the ground like a river of grey
fur of Biblical porportions. This
indicates the strong survivalist
tendencies of the rabbit species,
as their numbers never seem to
dwindle.
In addition to competing for
food, the rabbits must defend
their own against a number of
predators. Also, rabbits must
watch out for cars zooming
through the parking lot. Our
rabbit friends must be serious
contenders because, despite this
adversity, you never really see
any bunny casualties. They are
too fast for the animals, students
and cars. In fact, in my years at
the University, I have seen more
dead robotic horses on campus
than I have seen dead rabbits.
Then again, this really is a bad
time of year for horsebots.
The
on-campus
rabbit
population is one thing that
has not changed about the
University over the years. Our
bunny friends have proved
themselves to be just as tough
and hardy as the students, and
just as they have tunneled
through the terra firma of the
Meadow, they have tunneled into
the hearts of many—though not
literally, because that would be
a horrible thing to behold. They
have natural survival instincts
that rival all the other animals
indigenous to the Midwest as
year after year, they withstand
the elements and the test of time.
Those that doubt me can ask the
horsebots.

Where to Find Thrift Store Steals
•Goodwill
offers donated products for sale. While this store will take just about anything anyone
wants to get rid of, finding treasures here requires persistence. One major benefit
of Goodwill is their stuff is the cheapest of the crop. Another is that Goodwill gets
overstock from Target. This means anything going on clearance at Target that does not
sell can be found at a local Goodwill, but some items may be defective. Pay attention to
the handwritten label “As is” when shopping. ‘ As is equals no refund.

•The Salvation Army
works much like Goodwill. They receive donations. You buy their received donations.
It is not quite as diverse in its products or locations, though, so store searching may be

required.

•The average resale shop.
This store is like a pawn shop where you can buy, sell, or trade your merchandise. Some
of the better places include Plato’s Closet, which buys teenage apparel, male and
female, new-ish and in style. They also buy shoes, bags, jewelry, books (although shying
away from those because they have not been selling), and accessories like scaives and

belts. Rag-O-Rama, located in the Delmar Loop between Ben & Jerry s and Blueberry
Hill, is another opportunity to find good cheap stuff, but it takes patience. Do not expect
to find the perfect pair of shoes for five dollars on a first visit, but after a few, coming
out with great deals or a small wad of cash for old clothes is worth being a Rag-O-Rama
regular. A vintage clothing store, like Alice’s, down the street from the Rag, specializes
in much older apparel and accessories, hence “vintage.” Places like these usually do
not buy or they have strict policies on the age and condition of merchandise bi ought in.

Still another location is Scholar Shop, an upscale resale shop in Clayton owned and
operated by The Scholarship Foundation of St. Louis, where the proceeds fund loans for
students.

FEATURES
Students engage in laser warfare
for shrills, thrills, and ‘kills’
By: Dan Koehler,
Opinion Editor
In the beginning, we were
surrounded.
Red beams of
light flashed before my eyes as
I turned the comer and made
my way down the next hallway.
They had taken the left flank,
so I knew that meant they had
gotten to Jimmy before the
recon team did. I screamed,
“Why is war so brutal?!?” as I
fell to my knees. Before I could
get up, the enemy jumped out of
nowhere so I began my retreat
and approached the next turn.
Before I could make a move,
my gun would not fire and my
vest was vibrating. 1 had been
deactivated and so was my hope
for victory.
On Friday November 3rd, 49
students ventured to Laser Zone
in Caseyville, Illinois upon their
mystery ship for the adventure
of the weekend. Many of the
students were heading to Laser
Zone for the first time and did
not know what to expect, but
there were also a few war tom
veterans in the midst.
Kevin Brightman, a junior
transfer student, knows what
war is like but this was his
first experience with soldiers

he did not know. “War is hell,
especially when you don’t have
anyone that can take your back.
Luckily, I’m really crafty and
stealth-like, so I knew I would
survive.”
Others have been playing laser
tag since they were children, and
some were lucky enough to have
played the course at Laser Zone
before.
“This is the best facility 1 have
ever waged war in. I came here
last year with FAB so I knew
the course going in and I had a
pretty firm strategy planned out,
but some things just don’t leave
you,” Alex Cornwell, junior,
says. “A couple ofmy friendsand
I stuck together because of what
happened last time and watched
each others back to make sure
our team was victorious when
the war was over.” When asked
what happened in the previous
battle, Cornwell turned away
and said, “It was a massacre.”
There were three teams of
nine players each who were
allowed to play for ten-minute
intervals. Each team had a base,
which the other teams tried to
fire upon to earn points. Once
the base was destroyed, it was
a free-for-all shoot ‘em up. In

between rounds of firing upon
each other, the students shared
several pizzas, played arcade
games, and strategized about
future rounds.
The two-story complex had
many different vantage points for
shooting the enemy, and many
strategies were employed. In the
end, the big winner of the night,
and recipient of the Purple Heart,
was Ryan Mayfield, a freshman
from Wisconsin. “It was pretty
sweet. I was pretty excited to be
a dark horse and come out and
take down the champ in Chris
Gill,” Mayfield says. “I decided
just to have fun and try to be as
sneaky as a six foot six person
can. I never stopped moving,
just kept ‘walking’ around.”
But only if war could be
fun. Unfortunately, from my
journalistic adventure, I now
suffer from Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder. Anytime I see
a laser pointer, I hurl my body
behind the nearest object to
shield myself from getting shot.
At restaurants, the buzzers that
notify people when their tables
are ready sends me into epileptic
seizures.
But if given the
opportunity, would 1 do it again?
I do not know, I do not know.

Faculty shows off fine art talents
By: Cherell Johnson,
Reporter

During October 11-27, 2006,
the Fine Arts Department hosted
a Faculty show to display the art
work of the University’s full and
part-time faculty members. The
art exhibit held an assortment
of displays from photography
to hand made baskets. Some of
the pieces were for sale, while
others will remain a part of the
faculty’s collection.
Entering the show, the left
wall had some still photography
works by Mark Douglas.
Douglas has been in the field
of photography for nearly 30
years, and his first photograph
was of a friend's injury that was
sustained due to his finger that
rolled through a printing press.
The photos on display were
simple, everyday things such
as a ball of twine, a mushroom
and.a clamp; however, Douglas
uses his skillful eye to turn them
into works of art. Douglas’s
inspiration comes from a variety
of sources. “Everything around
me... religion, math, society,
education, design, I do not
discount anything,” Douglas
says. The photographs ranged
in size, and though some photos
were of the same object, like
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the “Cruciform,” they may have
focused on different areas, or
used different techniques of
photography to help make each
photograph similar yet unique
and different. He wants others
to view his art “similarly to
poetry—specifically, a Haiku,
where the viewer may walk away
with their own interpretation,
but it is generally the same,”
Douglas says.
Tim Liddy, an associate
professor in the fine arts
department that has been
painting since the age of 20,
created an exact replica of some
vintage board games, such as
the Mystery Date Game, where
the object is to meet your secret
admirer. The game is set for
young girls, between the ages of
8-16, but the wonderful graphics
and use of color can be admired
by people of all ages. “The
games were ordered from e-Bay,
and I copied the covers on copper
boxes using enamel paint...I
included all the details including
the sun damage, or used tape in
places were they were falling
apart,” Liddy says.
Liddy
used enamel and oil on copper
to help create his other design
covers for a few political games
such as, “Who can Beat Nixon,
Presidential Sweepstakes (Circa
1970) and “Lie, Cheat and Stealthe Game of Political Power”

(Circa 1971). Though these
games may be out of circulation
at the local Wal-Mart, and it
could be a change of fun from
the popular Trivia Pursuit.
Associate professor of painting
and drawing, Victor Wang,
had striking oil and collage
on canvas paintings. Wang’s
use of bold texture, color and
design in the portraits “Autumn
Wind,” and “Sunflower Crown”
were meditative and appealing.
Wang used heavy brush strokes
in oranges, reds, and other
neutral colors, that displayed the
warmth of fall. Wang gets some
of his inspiration from Twentieth
Century German artist Anselm
Kiefer, Gerhard Richter, and his
upbringing in China.
All the works of art were not
on the walls. Display cases
were centered in the gallery and
held unique hand carved knives
by the University’s sculpture
and drawing professor Hank
Knickmeyer. Each knife was
exceptional, and one of a kind.
Some of the handles ofthe knives
were hand carved from ivory.
Peggy Fetter, also had hand
made jewel sets that included
a ring and bracelet made from
steel and gold. “The art show was
stunning. It is always interesting
to see your instructor’s work,”
Robert Matejcek, a Fine Arts
senior, says.

New staff member
brings more than
one gift to her job
By: Rachel Whitener,
Features Editor
Job titles carry certain
implications, and one within the
Alumni Department can fool
easily. Kathleen Barnes (Kay,
to most everyone besides her
family), a new addition to the
department staff, holds the job
of Major Gifts Officer. It sounds
like what Bames does from 8:30
- 5 in her office in Ryan 205
includes a lot of shopping, and
in a way, it does. Bames shops
companies in St. Louis, looking
for those who have an interest in
contributing to the University.
Bames is originally from Iowa
and upon moving to Missouri,
she worked in development
at Saint Louis University for
sixteen years. She left that job
because she was told about a
good opportunity here, and she
fell in love with the University
and its small,
close-knit
community where she can know
everyone. Bames likes that the
school is student-driven, and she
fits in well. “You guys are the
reason we are here,” she says.
Because Bames works with
the alumni, a part of her job is
to motivate graduating students
to maintain ties with their alma
mater. Bames says that many
students upon graduation get
phone calls or letters requesting
contributions to the University,
and many of those students
ignore the requests because they
are still looking for jobs at that
time or they cannot afford to
give back. However, whether
the donation is five dollars or five
hundred dollars, the University
goes by the percentage of alumni
who contribute and Bames in
addition to the department tries
to educate students on this.
The rest of Barnes’s time is
spent calling people to talk
about the University and its
potential impact on them. Her
job is not difficult though, she
says, because the University
potentially educates workers
for those companies. When it
comes to her lines on the phone,
“It depends on whether they
are familiar with the University

already,” she says. If they are
not, she gives them a history of
the establishment of the college,
the progression since then to its
current status, information on
the Options program, statistics
of enrollment, etc. “I also make
sure they know that almost
87% of our graduates choose
to remain in St. Louis,” Bames
says. “To that, I add, ‘So the
University is educating your
future employees!”’
Right now, according to
Bames, the department’s priority
is raising money to renovate the
Science building. “But we also
have an awareness for the need
for retention scholarships and
always have that in mind,” she
says. Barnes’s entire department
also attends all alumni events
throughout the year, in addition
to many meetings and evening
development events.
While Bames dedicates herself
to the students, she loves the fact
that students take the time to get
to know new staff on campus.
“We are always trying to reach
out to you students to stay a part
of the University, so it is nice to
see you reaching out to us,” she
says.
Bames just returned from New
York City, where she spent her
Thanksgiving holiday with one
of her three daughters (“I wore
my new Fontbonne University
sweatshirt to the Macy’s parades,
but unfortunately it was under
a raincoat!”). Bames has four
children, all of whom live apart,
and so her holidays consist of
travel, perhaps to New York or to
see the other girls in Wisconsin
or Kansas City. Her fourth child
and only boy currently studies
at the University of Missouri Columbia (Mizzou). She misses
her kids but likes St. Louis,
minus the traffic.
For any questions on being
an active alumnus or making a
contribution after graduation,
feel free to contact Bames,
Major Gifts Officer, at kbarnes@
fontbonne.edu.
For a sneak peak at the
interview, please see “Gifts”
on page 11

How to be Cool at the
University
Tip#2- Constantly challenge
everyone you see in the Ryan
Dining Hall to an “All-You-CanEat Competition” whenever pos
sible
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Countdown to Winter
Students brave cold weather
Break begins with fervor for scary movie in Meadow
By: Krista Brown,
News Editor
As some University students simply count down the days until they
are set free from finals, papers, and the endless droning lectures from
professors of this semester, others are making plans for what they will
be doing during their precious, coveted winter break. Some of these
anxious students await the time when they will be able to curl up by the
fireplace with a cup of hot cocoa and a good book—while still others
are excited to spend time with family and catch up on lots of missed
sleep. A select few, however, are planning a winter break during which
they will be doing anything but hibernating.
“1 am so ready for winter break,” Kristy Shelberg, sophomore, says.
“1 am probably going to the East Coast and then maybe to Bermuda
for a few weeks. I would much rather surf than sled, thank-you very
much.”
Other University students are preparing for winter trips also, but most
are to destinations a bit closer to home than Bermuda. Junior Angie
Conrad is planning a trip to visit family. “I’m going to Colorado for a
ski trip and to see my dad who lives there,” Conrad says. “I’m kind of
excited because I have not seen him since 2004.”
Some University students have chosen to be generous with their winter
break time and are participating in the University’s Campus Ministry
service trip to New Orleans. About 40 students are going and will be
building homes, fixing things on the inside of houses and completing
other service work jobs to help rebuild New Orleans. Sophomore
Alexandra Banes is one of these students. “I feel it is the least I can
do with my month off,” Banes says. “I have been blessed in so many
ways. I want to go to New Orleans and help those who donlt have the
privileges I do or have lost all their precious belongings during Katrina.
I know one person cannot make a huge difference, but to put a smile on
someone’s face who has endured such disaster is enough for me.”
Other University students, however, are not planning on enjoying
any vacations or trips but, instead, are dreading parts of their winter
break. “I will be spending a couple weeks in St. Louis while getting my
wisdom teeth taken out,” Maggie Sullivan, senior, says.
Junior Julie Allen is another University student who is not planning
on any surfing or skiing. “I will be working on my feet sixty hours a
week ringing up gift cards and providing miscellaneous assistance at the
Guest Services desk at Castleton Square Mall in Indianapolis,” Allen
says. “Oh to be a mall employee at Christmastime... Happy Holidays
indeed.”

Internships, cont’d from page 3
an internship.
The students discussed how
they found the internships and
what they did to make their
resumes stand out. "Sometimes,
it is not what you know, it is who
you know,” Harper said, as he
was discussing how he gained
his internship at a baseball
stadium.
The students also
discussed what type of schedule
they had during their internship
and if they followed through
after their internship and joined
the company they were with a

full time position.
The final half hour session of
the evening was a networking
opportunity for students. Panelists
had many “freebies” to hand out,
such as pens and portable radios,
and as Holstein, the representative
from Anheuser Busch made clear,
“sorry, no free beer.” , Students
were given the opportunity to
distribute resumes to potential
employers and discuss further job
opportunities.

By: Chrystal Edwards,
Reporter
Despite the Cardinals’ game
four being on, some technical
difficulties (such as a loud
microphone), and the movie
taking a little while to start
because it kept skipping,
students still tuned in and
stayed for the Shining, during
Thursday October 26 th’s movie
night. The movie’s scary theme
was perfect for the upcoming
Halloween weekend.
Before the movie was shown,
Sophomores Judedra Hamilton
and Ashley Cowins won an
attendance prize to sit up front
on chairs with their fuzzy,
purple blanket to hide them
from the scary parts. “I hate
scary movies!” Hamilton says.
Many students were busy
laughing at the technical
difficulties going on, and
others found it humorous
when the scary opening music
was coming on and the movie
would just cut off and it would

have be restarted.
Most of the Shining takes place
in a desolate part of Colorado.
A father (Jack Nicholson) and
his family are asked to watch
over the Overlook Hotel for
a five month period, which
might sound exciting. They did
not realize, however that they
were going to experience the
terror known as the Shining.
The father is informed by the
manger of the horrible history
behind the Overlook Hotel,
and that the previous family
was murdered. Apparently, the
previous caretaker experienced
“cabin fever,” went crazy, and
murdered his twin daughters
and his wife, before shooting
himself. Jack Nicholson still
decides to take his family to the
hotel, and he experiences the
same type of cabin fever and
attempts to murder his family as
well.
There were definitely some
frightening scenes in the movie.
Sophomore Judedra Hamilton
had other comments about the
film, “The movie was very
jumpy and surprising. I’d say

one of the scarier scenes was
when the chef gets killed with
an axe. Another good scene was
when the father was talking to
the dead bartender and did not
realize he was dead. The woman
in the bathroom was really gross
and scary,” she says. According
to Sophomore Talia-Heron, “I
thought it was great, especially
since I have seen it twelve times.
The first time I saw it I thought
it was scary, now it is more
suspenseful. The woman in the
bathroom with all the gross open
sores is too scary, I cannot look
at it,” she says.
There were some funny scenes
in the movie that had students
cracking up like when the son
Danny speeds of on his bike in
a hurry, when Jack Nicholson
starts to taunt his wife with his
hands. Another funny scene
is when Jack Nicholson says
his legendary phrase, “Here’s
Johnny!” Junior, Trey Gaylor
was laughing the loudest. He
had a few words to say about
the movie, “It was absolutely
splendiferous! It was thrilling!”
Gaylor says.

Beauty Contest, continued from page 4
Davis—he and his female
counterparts performed a
cheer from the movie “Bring
It On,” accompanied by
an interpretive dance. The
fifth contestant was Steve
Werkmeister, Mr. 2nd Floor
Medaille. He is a freshman
majoring in communications.
With the help of fellow
contestant Ray Vidala, Steve
performed a satirical skit about
televangelists. His performance
was akin to the sky opening
up and the face God smiling
down upon His creation. The
sixth contestant was Tyler
Jones, Mr. Admissions. He is
a sophomore majoring in fine
arts. Unfortunately, he dropped

out of the contest before he
performed his talent. The final
contestant was Tim Morgan, Mr.
Bookstore. He is a sophomore
majoring in General Studies.
For his talent, he graced the
audience with some of his stand
up comedy—always a favorite.
The
question-and-answer
segment of the show came after
the men paraded around in their
formalwear, gamering applause
from the audience. Each
contestant was asked questions,
such as “If you could be on the
cover of any magazine, what
would it be?”, “How would you
change the world?”, “What is
your definition of success?”,
“Who would you invite to a

dinner party?”, and “What
cartoon character would you like
to be?” The answers were just as
silly as the questions. The men
uttered such things as “Salma
Hayek,” “Time,” and “Being
crowned Mr. Fontbonne.”
After the questions were
answered, the judges huddled
together and made the decision
that would change the fate of the
University. Nay, the world. Ray
Vidala received third place, Trey
Gaylor received second place,
and Cartez Parker received the
first place title of Mr. Fontbonne
2006. However, all the men were
winners that night. And they still
are.

How to be Cool at the University
Tip#3-Avoid all generic conversation. And when
someone asks you about the weather, dump your
piping hot coffee over their head and reply, “You
mean this weather?!?”
Tip#4- No matter what compliment you receive, al
ways make repeated attempts to steal that person’s
wallet
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Students’ eating habits
are called into question
By: Leslie Fiala,
Guest Writer
From sandwiches, to pizza, to salad, University students have many
choices whether they live on campus or commute, but whether they are
choosing the right foods is questionable. The 2005 Dietary Guidelines
give great ideas on how to eat healthy. A few guidelines for students
are: to increase exercise, and to select a variety of foods from the food
guide pyramid including fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. The
question is, how University compare to these Guidelines?

The Survey
30 University students, 15 residents and 15 commuters, were asked
a few questions about his/her normal eating habits. The questions
asked were: what is the biggest meal of your day and what is the meal
made of?

The Answers
Many students’ first reply was “Whatever is served in Ryan hall that
day.” The main reply for the biggest meal of the day was lunch. The
meal part was very different. Some of the most popular choices for
meals were as follows:
•
Turkey sandwich with cheese and mayo on white bread
•
Salad with croutons, eggs, bacon bits, cheese, and a lot of
dressing
•
Pizza at least 4 slices
•
Iced tea with sugar or water to drink
•
One helping of the main course in Ryan hall
•
Potatoes
•
Very seldom a small amount of vegetables

How Students compare to the Dietary Guidelines:
The Bad News
The bad news is most University students do not fully live up to
the Dietary Guidelines designed by the USDA. Most students do not
choose whole grains. Moreover, students did not seem too excited
to include a serving of fruit with lunch. Most students said they
ate a salad, but the student chose to top the salad with cheese and
croutons, and tons of dressing. Even though students are getting a
serving of vegetables, and milk, they are adding calories and fat grams
to a serving of vegetables. Moreover, students are getting enough
carbohydrate, but not enough whole grain carbohydrates.

The Good News
The good news is most University students eat in Ryan hall,
which gives them many options to choose from to keep a healthy
diet. Students can choose to eat different vegetables served daily,
so students receive many nutrients which help keep the body going.
Students are getting enough protein. Plus, students are also choosing
to drink water and tea (watch out for how much sugar is added).
How University Students can improve the eating habits
•
Aim to eat at least 5 servings of fruits and vegetables a day
•
Aim to eat/drink 3 milk products a day
•
Instead of regular dressing try a low fat version (available
in Ryan)
•
Put other vegetables on top of the salad, not cheese and
croutons like broccoli or carrots
So students always remember: include a variety of food in the meal.
For like your mother once told you, you are what you eat. So just
what are you made of?

It is all in the walk
By: Alice Colletti,
Guest Writer
Sorry to break it to you, but
the stroll from the dorm to the
cafeteria does not count as a
workout. You would have to
speed it up and make the trip
at least 30 times a day just to
reach the minimum amount of
recommended exercise.
First excuse for why you have
not been out there getting your
heart rate up, “I’m busy”. Yeah,
tell me about it. I am sure you
were also too busy to check out
the new Food Guide Pyramid,
now called MyPyramid. DON’T
STOP READING! I know how
this sounds, but this is not turning
into a “put on a hat” motherly
advice column. What I am going
to tell you is how a walk to Cafe
Manhattan can help you live a
healthier life with less chance of
chronic diseases.
For those who have a couple
minutes, MyPyramid, put out
by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in April 2005, is
a pretty cool tool and you can
see it at www.mypyramid.
gov. Remember how it used

to be, big bars with cute little
pictures of the food groups in
each one? Well, that’s out and
replaced with colored columns
and, DUNT DUNT TA DA, a
person climbing up the side of
the pyramid! What a radical
idea, along with eating we need
exercise to stay healthy!

In our busy world exercise
is most likely the first thing
to get the boot. Nonetheless,
MyPyramid recommends “at
least 30 minutes of moderateto vigorous-intensity physical
activity above usual activity at
work or home most days of the
week” (http://www.mypyramid.
gov). This means, that besides
grocery shopping or walking up
and down to change the laundry
you need to do a little extra. Do
not get scared by the “moderateto vigorous-intensity” part. It
means walk with a purpose, you
want to exert some energy but
also be able to talk. If you are
thinking that it does not matter,
know that these guidelines
were set by the USDA and
U.S Department of Health and
Human Services whose mission

it is to protect the health of the
American public; they know
what they’re talking about.
Thirty minutes a day helps
to “reduce the risk of chronic
diseases”. It does not even have
to be all at once, you can break it
up within a day, 10 minutes here
10 minutes there.
So, you are a busy person, but
also aware of the health benefits
that come along with regular
physical activity. Don’t know
where to start? Try making it
part of things you already do.
Commuters, campus dwellers
and instructors, we all have to
get off campus at some point
right?
At a brisk walk, 3 mph, 1 mile
takes about 20 minutes. That
means 1 'A mi or 30 minutes
meets
the
recommended
minimum. So, you can speed
walk back and forth from the
dorm to the cafeteria or use
the data below to estimate how
much of the activity minimum
you are already meeting or could
easily meet just by going places
you already want to go. Start
walking now so you can still
walk later.

Pick up the pace:
Front of Ryan Hall to...

Wydown Middle School:
4min
Cafe Manhattan (Hanley & Wydown): 22 min
Concordia parking lot (no shuttle):
16 min
Esquire Movie Theater:
12min
Walgreens:
tomi
Forest Park:
18min
Metro Link Station at Big Bend:
12mi

Make a difference right at work

with Earth Share, bringing the leading

environmental groups together.

How? Please visit our web site at

www.earthshare.org.

LESLIE FIALA

A sampling ofthefood available in Ryan Hall Cafeteria.

Earth Share
One environment. One simple way to care for it
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Sizing up vegetarian options Organic foods offer
healthier options

By: Dawn Weber,
Guest Writer
Today it is typical to know
someone who is a vegetarian.
What is a vegetarian, anyway?
A strict vegetarian (also called
a vegan) is a person who does
not eat meat, fowl, fish, or any
other food made from animals.
Some vegetarians do not eat
meat, fish, or fowl, but do eat
eggs and dairy products. And
some vegetarians choose to eat
meat, fowl, or fish occasionally.
Why is vegetarianism important
to some people? For some,
being vegetarian stands against
animal cruelty.
For others,
being
vegetarian
reflects
religious beliefs or concerns for
the environment. But for many,
being vegetarian is about being
healthy. The American Dietetic
Association (ADA) states on
their website, www.eatright.org,
that a well-planned vegetarian
diet is healthy, nutritious, and
can benefit in preventing disease.
What they report is striking:

vegetarians have lower death
rates from heart disease, lower
cholesterol levels (the bad kind),
lower blood pressure, lower
rates of type 2 diabetes, and
lower rates of some cancers.
Although vegetarianism may
be healthy, it carries a few risks.
According to the “Vegetarian
Guide”, an article posted on
www.veganhealth.org, essential
omega-3 fatty acids (good fats
our body must get from foods),
vitamin Bl2 (a substance found
mostly in animal foods that
helps the body make new cells),
and vitamin D (a substance
found in some foods that helps
build strong bones) are tough
to get in a plant-based diet.
Good plant sources of omega3 fatty acids are vegetable oils
(canola, soybean, and flaxseed),
walnuts, and ground flaxseed.
Vegetarians should eat foods
like cereals and soy milk with
vitamin B12 added, or take
a vitamin B12 supplement.
Vitamin D is mainly found in

animal foods but can also be
made in the body from the sun,
with just ten to fifteen minutes
in the sun a few times a week.
During colder times of the year,
good dietary sources of vitamin
D include milk and egg yolks, or
vitamin D supplements.
If
becoming
vegetarian
sounds like a good idea, give
it a try. Become one of the
growing numbers on campuses
all over the country. It is not
so hard to do! Start by eating
vegetarian meals a few times a
week. Trade in a hamburger for
a veggie burger topped with all
the fixings, or try a vegetarian
dish offered at a favorite ethnic
restaurant. Make a new recipe at
home using a vegetable not tried
before, like fennel, bok choy, or
eggplant. Try cooking with tofu,
seitan (wheat protein), or tempeh
in place of meat. It is great how
easy and delicious vegetarian
food can be. The options are
endless. To learn more, visit the
ADA website and take the step
towards vegetarianism today.

here arc
possibilities When
yob open yubr child s rnind to reading. Log
onto the Library of Congress web site
WWW.loC.gOV and let the jobrney begin-

By: Julie Mowcko,
Guest Writer
If you have not yet heard of
organic food, you are not alone.
But you certainly could be
very soon. With stores such as
Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods
popping up faster than your local
McDonalds, deciding whether
to eat organically seems to be as
important as which doctor you
choose.
Organic foods are foods that
have been produced without
any foreign growing aids such
as, pesticides or food additives.
Meats are free of growth,
hormones and vegetables that
have not been sprayed with
any pesticides or herbicides.
The USDA says to be qualified
as organic “products must be
grown and manufactured in a
manner that adheres to standards
set by the country they are sold
in” (USDA.gov). When you buy
organic foods it is as if you are
walking into your grandmas’
garden and picking your own
fresh fruits and vegetables.
So, organic foods are fresh,
non-chemical filled foods. So
what is the catch? Many believe
that organic foods cost a great
deal more than non-organic
foods, especially dairy products.
To test this claim, Colleen
Huber, a natural remedies
physician, wrote an article
entitled: “Your Family Could
be Eating Organic Food for the
Same Price as Processed Foods
— or Less” (www.mercola.com).
In the article, she shopped at two
different stores and made two
different menus. Both menus
consisted of all the same food
items. Only one menu contained
organic foods. In the end, the
organic food menu ended up
being cheaper than the processed
foods menu. It actually allowed
her to save $6.29 in one week of
shopping for her family.

So are you ready to welcome
organic foods into your home?
According to ConsumerReports.
org, sales of organic items have
increased over 20% percent in
the last 10 years in the United
States. Sales of organic items
have almost surpassed $15
billion, just in 2004 alone. This
trend is expected to continue.
Almost all of Germany’s baby
food is certified as organic. Italy
has even established laws to
make all school-served lunches
completely organic.
So where can you find organic
food? The most obvious place to
find organic foods is the health
conscious Trader Joe’s & Whole
Foods Market. Even Wal-Mart
will soon be joining the organic
craze. This is according to an
article
entitled:
“Wal-Mart
Eyes Organic Food.” Stating:
“Wal-Mart, the largest grocery
retailer, announced plans to
increase the amount of organic
food available in its stores.
Both conventionally grown
and organic versions of certain
products will be available. But
Wal-Mart intends to keep the
price of the organic versions to
no more than 10% over the price
of the conventionally grown
counterparts” (New York Times,
2006). Other grocery stores
are now selling organic foods,
too, such as Shop N’ Save, and
Dierbergs. Sadly, Fontbonne’s
dining hall does not offer any
organic food choices. But, that
is not to say that it could not
happen in the future.
Organic or non-Organic?...
that is the question. No one
can really answer that question
for you . If the idea of ingesting
pesticides, herbicides, food
additives, and growth hormonefilled meats appeals to your
appetite, then continue to eat
the regular foods offered at your
local supermarket. However, if
Grandma’s garden vegetables
and fruits sound like a better
choice then opt for organic!

JULIE MOWCKO
neChmda <f Nam* Mania, mi all rtier ink bfes, ckarwtm and locale wipaal Hanta ■■ trademrfc of C3. Ima Pte W.
and ac used arth pamisoi © Otm^MaMea

A box oforganic granola cereal that can be purchased at Trader Joe's.
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Men’s basketball returns with
Women’s basketball
team opens with losses full force, familar lineup
By: Patrick Zeis,
Reporter
The women’s basketball team opened the 2006-07 season with a
brutal schedule and the loss of a key contributor.
The Lady Griffins lost one of their premier post players when senior
Michelle Reale went down with a torn ACL in the preseason; however,
the team should still have plenty of experience to rely on. Senior Kate
Evers runs the point for the Griffins and was a SLICA All-Conference
performer the past 2 seasons. Junior forward Elizabeth Sharpe-Taylor
was selected to the All-Conference team last year, and she will be
asked to do even more with Reale out of the lineup. Junior Heather
McAllister was a juco All-American last year at St. Louis Community
College, and will play key minutes.
The Griffins head coach Keith Quigley knows it will take more.
“It’s going to take balance and production from key players, but role
players as well,” Quigley says.
The Griffins will look to push the tempo because of the loss to Reale
and the lack of size the roster presents. Quigley hopes for the increased
tempo to lead to easy chances on the break. “This is one of the more
undersized teams 1 have had,” Quigley says.
In the first game of their season, the Lady Griffins fell short to a very
talented division II team, Southern Illinois University of Edwardsville,
86-50. The Griffins were led by Heater McAllister, who finished with
ten points and five rebounds. Sophomore Amber Kames and Junior
Kristin Chamberlain each added nine points of their own. Kate Evers
finished the game with four points, three assists, one block, and one
steal. SIUE forced 38 points off turnovers, which seemed to be the
difference. With an upcoming affair with the number three ranked
DePauw University Tigers on November 21, the team will have no
time to rest.
“The non-conference schedule was setup to prepare us for a
conference championship run,” Quigley says.
The Lady Griffins will open their conference schedule at home against
Eureka College, on December 13th. Maryville University, Greenville
College, and Blackbum College look to be the Griffins’ toughest
competition in conference play. Quigley explained that a conference
championship is the most important goal. If the Lady Griffins win
their conference tournament, they will receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament.

By: Bob Rott,
Sports Editor

The make-up of this year’s
Men’s Varsity basketball team
will be similar to last year’s
in that the team has no seniors
on it. This year Head Coach
Lee McKinney has added two
new assistant coaches, Ryan
Good, the head baseball coach,
and John Thomas, a graduate
assistant.
This year’s team
consists of two juniors, five
sophomores, and three freshmen.
McKinney’s recruiting class for
this year might even be better
than last year’s highly touted
newcomers.
The two juniors on this year’s
team also happen to be the two
captains, Andrew Almany and
Chad Foumie. Almany is 5’10”
and from the small town of
Licking, Missouri. As the most
experienced player on this year’s
team Almany will be counted on
to provide leadership and step
up in key situations. This year
Almany will play two positions,
shooting guard and small
forward. “Almany knows the
game so well because his dad is a
high school coach so he doesn’t
make many mental mistakes out
on the floor,” McKinney says.
“He has also improved on his
shooting from last year.”
Foumie is in his second year
at the University; he comes from
Mascoutah, Illinois and is 6’2”.
At times this season, Foumie
will be asked to play as many
as four different positions: point
guard, shooting guard, small
forward, and power forward.
“From last year to this year
Foumie is the most improved
player,” McKinney says. “He
is a very good defender, leaper,
and rebounder.” “Foumie has
also improved his shooting from
last year and I love his attitude
on and off the floor,” McKinney
commented.
The
sophomore
class
constitutes the bulk of this year’s
team, and there are six of them.
Justin Storandt, a 6’8” forward
from Hermann, Missouri led
the St. Louis Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SLIAC)
in rebounds last year. “He is
being pushed by Brian Fogerty
each and every day on and off

the court,” McKinney says. “He
has worked very hard from last
year to this year.”
Patrick McCoy, a 5’11” guard
from Salem, Missouri ranked
second in the SLIAC with 16
points per game. “Pat is a very
good shooter and he is a very
good young leader out on the
floor,” McKinney says. “He has
improved his decision making
by getting the ball to the right
player at the right time, and he
realizes this year there are very
good scores on the floor with
him.”
Brian Fogerty, 6’4”, is the
team’s big guy in the paint. He
hails from Winfield, Missouri.
Fogerty has been one of the
team’s best players on the young
season so far. “Brian is a very
good shooter and knows when
it’s his time to score, a great
rebounder, and a good defender.
He has gotten bigger, stronger,
and quicker since last year and
he is one of the most improved
players
since
last year,”
McKinney says.
Scott Porter is a 5’10” guard
from Lafayette High School
in St. Louis. “Scott is a good
shooter and since his dad is a
coach he knows the game very
well,” McKinney says. “He
needs to work hard in practice
for playing time, on his ball
handling, and getting the ball to
the right player at the right time.
He has gotten stronger since last
year.”
Matt Reeb is a 5’11” guard
from Belleville, Illinois. “Matt
is improving each and every
day in practice, he is a very hard
worker, and is a good shooter,”
McKinney says.
The final sophomore on the
team was on the team last year,
but when the season started this
year he decided not to play.
Recently he decided to re-join
the team, and his name is Mitch
Lundy.
Coach McKinney is expecting
big things from three very
talented freshmen.
Cartez
Parker is another guard from
Lafayette High School in St.
Louis. “Cartez is a very good
shooter, he is very quick, a good
ball handler, and knows when
to penetrate. “He just needs to
know who should get the ball

in what situation,” McKinney
says.
Josh Branch is a very good
shooter, a good ball handler, and
plays well at both ends of the
floor. Trevor
White rounds out the varsity
roster this year. When asked
about Branch coach McKinney
stated, “Trevor is a very good
shooter, a good defender, and
has the ability and size to play
outside on the perimeter and in
the post.”
On November 4th the team
traveled to Oakland City,
Indiana to play Oakland City
University, who competes in
Division II play, in an exhibition
game and the Griffins defeated
Oakland City 96 to 88. The next
exhibition game for the Griffins
was the annual event, Late Night
With Lee McKinney. The team
took on a group of alumni and
defeated the alumni.
The team officially opened
their regular season over the
weekend of November 17th
to 19th in Chicago competing
in the Moody Bible Institute
Big IV Tournament.
In the
first game of the tournament,
the Griffins took on Hannibal
LaGrange; this game was very
close and competitive.
The
game went into double overtime
and in the closing seconds of a
tie game a Hannibal LaGrange
player, while doubled team by
the Griffin defense, threw up
a prayer and it went in. The
Griffins were defeated by the
three points earned by this long
shot.
The next day after suffering an
emotional lost, the Griffins had
to bounce back and were pitted
against the host Moody Bible
to see who would take home
3rd place in the tournament.
In the first half the Griffins got
out and running; the only thing
that could stop them was the
halftime buzzer. The Griffins
took almost a 20 point led into
halftime. In the second half,
Moody Bible would make the
game closer and closer. With six
minutes left in the game Coach
McKinney took a timeout and
after the short break the team re
grouped and took control of the
game. The Griffins came away
victorious and with third place
in the tournament.

How to be Cool at the University
Tip#5- When a professor asks a question in class,
raise your hand and always answer, “Your mom.”
Then get up and give yourself a standing ovation in
front of the class.
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Buford’s message only ‘Hypnotism is real,’ student
for African-Americans
By: Cherell Johnson,
Reporter
Dr. James Buford paid the
University a visit this past
October and gave a life-changing
speech that encouraged the
African
American
student
body to continue to support the
values and mission of the Urban
League, and help our brothers
and sisters in need.
I say the African American
student body, because in
reality, Dr. Buford’s message
was not for a general audience.
Dr. Buford’s speech touched
on many areas including the
Civil Rights Organization, his
involvement with the Ronald
Regan campaign, and the
evolution of blacks. However,
I was astonished to find that so
many students only choose to
focus on the evolution of blacks.
Buford gave a statistic that
only seventy percent of African
Americans have successfully
assimilated or “made it” after
the Civil Rights Movement and
the other thirty percent were
left behind and were angry at
the seventy percent of African
Americans who assimilated
and may still harbor some hate
toward whites. In the Special
Topics class which followed
the speech, I found so many
students only focusing on that
minority who did not assimilate.
One student commented that she
thought that number should be
higher because her neighborhood
is consistently getting worse and
she sees a lot of graffiti. Might
1 suggest to her and anyone
who may follow her shallow
thinking that neighborhoods are
not run down by the increased
population of African Americans
but the decreasing economical
value and depreciation factors of
the homes and businesses in that
neighborhood.
Additionally,
African Americans are not the
only people who vandalize
buildings, participate in gangs or
fulfill whatever other stereotypes

arc placed on them. There
are some African Americans
who did not have the chance
to assimilate during the Civil
Rights Movement. However,
when I consider the history of
Black America, the robbery of
everything once treasured, and
a people forced to conform to
an unknown world, culture,
language, society, history and
identity, seventy percent is a
huge accomplishment.
It is my belief that many
students like the one in the Special
Topics class fail to recognize
that African Americans were not
brought to this land by choice.
America’s founding fathers
brought this nation to shame
when they excluded blacks from
the constitution and labeled them
property. Unlike others who may
come to America and choose to
assimilate into American society,
African Americans were not
given that choice. The struggle
for civil rights was one fought
with sweat, blood and tears, and
it is upsetting to see people who
still hold attitudes and ideologies
that continue to contribute to the
oppression of minorities.
So before people begin to
focus on that thirty percent,
they ought to examine their
own group and know that one
hundred percent of whites have
not assimilated. If that were the
case, no one would be waiving
the Confederate flag. Before
focusing on the thirty percent,
know that the seventy percent are
and have been entrepreneurs and
leaders of today. Focus on great
inventions like the stop light and
the air conditioning unit that
were invented by the seventy
percent. Focus on influential
leaders like Condelezza Rice,
Colin Powell, and Barack
Obama. And if anything, focus
on that number growing closer
to one hundred percent as more
and more African Americans
and other minority groups begin
to become more educated and
united as one powerful force to
be reckoned with.

By: Kelly Davis,
Reporter
Every year, the famous
hypnotist Frederick Winters
come to the University. Winters
has been practicing hypnosis for
now 26 years, but at the same
time he adds comedy into his act.
I can not tell you if he is actually
funny or not because I have
never watched the performance
from an audience’s point of view.
For the past three years that I
have been at the University, I
have had the privilege of being
hypnotized by Winters himself.
At the end ofthe performances,
I wake up remembering a few
things with all my friends who
watched fill in the blanks.
During past performances I have
had him hypnotize me to riding
someone on their back thinking
that that person was a little and
even to me trying to win a dance
competition.
Watching
a
hypnotist
performing may look easy, but it
is not. If people do not believe
hypnosis works then they
are trying too hard to make it
happen and it takes away all the
concentration of relaxing and
focus. It turns out that hypnosis
is not as difficult as it seems and
I can actually hypnotize myself.
Ever since I can remember, I
have been terrified of the dentist.

I do not know why; it is just a
bad childhood experience of
mine that I just cannot seem
to get over. About four years
ago, I had my first cavities and
was trembling to the point that
I passed out from the anxiety of
being in the dental chair. But
now, everything has taken a turn
for the better.
After the first show three years
ago when I was under hypnosis,
1 stopped and took a look at
Winter’s CD’s. There were so
many CD’s to choose from,
such as how to quite smoking
and how to reduce stress with
methods of power napping. I
went ahead and bought the CD
that was called, “Experience
Hypnosis... and... Learn
Self
Hypnosis”. And trust me when 1
say this, it really did work. The
CD contains only three tracks
and it takes an hour and a half to
get through the whole hypnosis.
First, 1 had to make sure that
no one was going to be home
and would not bother me. I set
up my CD player and sat on my
bed, because the directions said
to sit somewhere comfortable
and somewhere that I would not
hurt myself if I were to lean over
a little. Second, I turned on the
CD and started listening. The
CD goes through all the steps
real quick and then I relaxed.
The CD gave different ways
to hypnotize myself, different

concepts on how to "take myself
to the next level”. Finally, 1
would go to that “next level”
and be in a hypnosis stage
and the CD tells you to speak
your fear over and over again.
Eventually, it told me to say the
opposite; that I was not afraid
of the dentist and I would tell
myself repeatedly that there was
no pain in what I was about to
go through if I were to go to the
dentist again.
So now, every time I go to the
dentist I have trained myself,
while sitting in the dental chair
to say, “There is no reason to
be afraid and there is no pain
involved.” Then I just relax and
it is a breeze from there. Now
my dentist knows that I do this,
because I told him that he has
to take me out of the hypnosis
by saying to me, “Kelly, you
are dismissed.” Now everyone
does not have to do it that way,
but I have been practicing my
hypnosis every six months for
the past three years before a
cleaning, and my dentist must
“dismiss” me because I go
to an even deeper sleep than
usual. After being hypnotized
I feel like 1 have slept for eight
or more hours and have felt no
pain anyone will feel like a new
person after trying out Winters
hypnosis CD’s, which can be
found at www.frederickwinters.
com.

Gifts Officer shares her insight
In contrast to traditional coverage, Barnes agreed to a few questions just for fun.
WHITENER: If you could be anywhere else right now, where would it be?
BARNES:
On a golf course. I love being outside. I’m active and athletic, so the
combination..
WHITENER: If you could be any animal, what would you be and why?
BARNES:
A hawk, soaring, looking at everything (She outstretches her arms,
looking upward). Whenever I see one, I think, ‘You’re just showing
off.’
WHITENER: Do you like chicken wings?
BARNES:
(With hesitation and a little mmming...) Yes, but they’re messy. In
the privacy of my own home.
WHITENER: Mild or spicy?
BARNES:
Somewhere in between.
WHITENER: If you could throw a pie in someone’s face, who would it be?
BARNES:
I probably wouldn’t do it out of spite, that’s not me. Probably
someone fun. I have this friend, she’s funny, she always makes me
laugh, and she would probably have fun with it.
WHITENER: Have you ever been involved in a hit and run?
BARNES:
(With a slight laugh) No. I’ve never been on either side.
WHITENER: If I gave you fifty dollars, would you jump in the pond in Oak Knoll
Park?
For fifty dollars, yeah.
BARNES:
WHITNER What makes you blush?
Someone made me blush the other day, but I can’t remember what
BARNES:
it was about. I guess when you say something wrong, because you
know it has made the other person feel uncomfortable.
WHITENER: Pepsi or Coke?
BARNES:
I have no discretion on that. I don’t drink enough soda for it to
make a difference.
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Editor confesses to battling DAN’S RANTS
addiction for past eight years Students clamor for
music developed (John Lee
effect, I am utterly helpless until
By: Lisa Wolk,
Hooker was one of the first to
it is over—I even imagine the
better technology
Editor-in-Chief
use them), but they enjoyed the
guitar’s notes soaring towards
most attention during the 1960s
me in a phantasmagorical flurry.
usage from teachers
and 70s, when Jimi Hendrix
In sixty to ninety short seconds,

I have a confession to make: I
have been battling an addiction
for the past eight years.
Addictions are very real. And
very hard to break. Most people
suffer from addictions to the
typical substances of tobacco,
methamphetamines, or heroin.
1, on the other hand, suffer
from perhaps a less-dangerous
addiction: the guitar solo.
After elementary school one
day, a friend of mine introduced
me to the guitar solo. I was
hooked immediately. I thought
that one time would not cause an
addiction, but my thinking was
vastly erroneous. After the first
one, 1 wanted more, devoting all
of my cash to countless CDs,
three guitars, a myriad of effects
pedals, thousands of strings, and
an amp. When the cash ran out, 1
even resorted to stealing the solos
on Napster and hoarding them
on my computer’s hard drive. It
became like a Pokemon game—
I had to catch them all—but with
more severe consequences.
As I have learned through my
addiction, guitar solos have been
around since rock and blues

and Jimmy Page rose to fame.
Towards the close of the 70s,
bands like Black Sabbath and Led
Zeppelin used them, albeit more
sparingly. In the 1980s, when
hair metal attacked the airwaves,
the guitar solo became the staple
of bands like Van Halen, Guns
‘N Roses, and Motley Criie. As
hair metal faded, the virtuoso
surfaced; Steve Vai, Joe Satriani,
and Stevie Ray Vaughn could
shred like no one else.
Sadly, the guitar solo became
submerged during the late
1990s, as hard rock and metal
emphasized percussion: double
bass drum beats and palm-muted
riffs took the spotlight from
the “too-delicate” lead guitar.
It seems as though guitarists
soon suffered from withdrawal,
however, because bands like
The Mars Volta, Godsmack, and
Pantera pressed on in vengeance
to serve up even more delectable
solos.
Like any other addict, 1
require a daily fix to get through
life. On particularly bad days, I
partake in the auricular therapy
at least eight or nine times, but
usually two or three solos will
suffice on normal days. As soon
as the first rapid-succession
notes hit my eardrums, my heart
beats faster and faster until it is
synchronized with the music,
sending a surge of euphoria
and adrenaline throughout my
veins. Soon, my eyes will roll
back in their sockets and my
entire body will move with
a gentle sway, signaling the
solo’s complete control over
me. Once the solo has taken

Lisa Wolk's three instruments ofaddiction. From left to right: a vintage Ibanez RS
(fully restored with Seymour Duncan pickups), a Fender Stratocaster, and Ibanez

DTX.

however, the solo and my
elevated state are over. Sadly,
I must return to the task I was
involved in before.
All drugs come in different
states of purity, so it is not a
surprise that the guitar solo
does as well. There are some
that are frankly better than
others.
“Silent Wars” from
Arch Enemy’s Anthems of
Rebellion, for example, features
a forty-second guitar solo at
2:08 minutes that is supremely
pure (I usually avoid driving
while under the influence of this
one because it is that powerful).
The solo in “Buried Dreams”
from Carcass’s 1994 release,
Heartwork, is also cooked to
perfection. Of course, I cannot
forget the classics, such as the
solo in Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway
to Heaven” (IV), or Jimi
Hendrix’s piece de resistance,
the supernatural “Voodoo Child
(Slight Return)” from Electric
Ladyland, that have served as
the “gateway drugs” into my
addiction.
So far, attempts to detoxify
have failed.
I have tried
listening to rap music to distract
my urges, but that change only
intensifies them. I have also
thought about trying pop music,
but that idea only sends me into a
spiraling descent of excruciating
withdrawal.
Accordingly, I
have resolved to abandon efforts
of treatment and embrace my
addiction.
Though the University does not
have a self-help group for guitar
solo addicts, I have discovered
that I am not alone. Emily
Henke, senior, also seeks out
guitar solos when she is feeling
angry or otherwise down. “I
would have to say that the solo
from Pantera’s “Flood” from
The Great Southern Trendkill is
my favorite. It is very emotional
for me—I think because music
really drives me. So when I hear
a guitar solo, it speaks straight to
my heart,” Henke says.
With luck, musicians will
continue to provide quality
guitar solos to keep myself
and others from suffering from
withdrawal. If they do abandon
the solo, however, at least I can
take confidence in knowing
that I have an extensive music
library to choose from and
guitars to compose my own if I
get desperate. In any case, guitar
solos are not like other drugs—
after they are used once, they
can be used over and over again
without deterioration (the best
part!), and they are relatively
harmless—which is why I have
made them, and not tobacco,
methamphetamines, or heroin,
my drug of choice.

By: Dan Koehler,
Opinion Editor
The cavemen had fire. The Romans had the aqueducts. David
Spade had Chris Farley. Every one of these cultures has discovered
a great resource that helped them to flourish and make them great.
And our college culture has an amazing online resource that is very
underutilized.
This is the reason I cannot understand why the University does not
make the entire staff of professors use one of the greatest resource
tools they have available linking themselves to the student population:
Blackboard.
Blackboard has been in the news recently because it has patented
the concept of the academic website. They have cornered the market
with this patent and are not allowing other websites like this to exist.
Many companies are trying to sue for the right to create their own
website like Blackboard. With all of the fuss about this resource, it
must mean Blackboard has found the proverbial goldmine, so why
will the University not pick up its pan, wade in the river, and try to
find some gold?
For those who are completely unaware of what exactly Blackboard
is, it is a website through which the professor can post information
relevant to their contact information, grades, assignments, and even
online discussion boards. It is an amazing tool.
Now in my humble opinion, there are four types of Blackboard
professors. Let us call the first the Fervent User. This professor has
information in every section ofBlackboard, while adding six more links
to other websites, and posting their personal blog on the Discussion
Board. We will call the second professor the Christopher Columbus
Professor. They have earned this affectionate nickname because
they stumbled upon Blackboard while looking for specifically dark
colored surfboards. They eventually realize the amazing capabilities
of Blackboard and recognize this discovery is the greatest unearthing
since the unicycle. I call the next type of professor the Once and
Done Professor. They post information at the very beginning of the
semester, getting the students’ hopes up that content will be updated,
but the professor never touches Blackboard until the next semester
rolls around. We shall call the final type of professor The Abyss
because anything a students tries to send to the professor through
Blackboard is gone forever, like Kramer’s career, since they never
touch Blackboard, have never heard of it, and never use it.

“...why will the University
not pick up its pan, wade in
the river, and try to find some
gold?”
This is the cause of much frustration to the student body since every
professor has different tendencies in regards to Blackboard. Not
knowing whether to check Blackboard everyday weighs on students’
minds. We are told to check it everyday, but what happens when
the student is enrolled in an entire semester of Abyss professors.
They waste precious time that could go into updating their mySpace
pages and they will never get the chance to add another slideshow of
pictures from a drunken weekend. Those pictures are not going to tag
themselves.
It is time the University takes a stand on this headache for students.
The University needs to mandate that all professors must use
Blackboard. They do not have to be the Fervent User, but instead
create a fifth type of professor, The User. The User utilizes all of
Blackboard capabilities, and does not go above and beyond the call of
duty, but simply posts items in an appropriate timeline and items that
are relevant to the course. This will benefit the students because they
will know where they stand in terms of grades, and if they miss class
they will not have to get notes from Suzie Whatshemame. I just think
its weird she doodles pictures of notebooks in her notes and constantly
writes her first name with my last name.
The other alternative would be to completely disband from
Blackboard, but this would hurt the students more than anything and I
would not recommend this course of action. Besides if the University
takes this course of action, The Fervent Users are not going to have a
forum for their blogs.

